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12 Surprisingly, the weak ENSO is subject to interdecadal amplitude modulation, so this 13 feature of the system is likely to remain robust under altered climates. Our findings 14 show that ENSO is capable of responding to external forcing. 15 16 ENSO is a tropical ocean-atmospheric phenomenon that oscillates irregularly every 2-17 8 years, and disrupts rainfall patterns around the globe 12 . The mean state of the equatorial 18 Pacific Ocean involves easterly trade winds that push warm water westward. During an El 19 Niño event, these winds slacken allowing warm water to flow eastward. autumn, which would tend to subdue the development of El Niño events 8, 9 . While these 116 processes may be driving some of the mid-Holocene ENSO reduction, they do not fully 117 explain the combination of changes in the annual cycle and ENSO evolution observed at ~4.3 118 kyBP.
119
The reduced ENSO at ~4.3kyBP could be due to mid-Holocene changes in the annual Convergence Zone (ITCZ), and over warm waters, and induce upwelling of cooler water in the equatorial region (Fig. 3b) 
195
Shifting the monthly tie-point by ± 1 month has no effect on the results (Supplementary 196 Discussion).
197
Comparisons of modern and fossil ENSO variability were made using (1 
